Pediatric 1

Pediatric 2

Adult

Introducing The MULTICHAIR “Grow” Series.
“The Chair That Fits A Lifetime.”
nuprodx.com

Strong. Light. Portable.
INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS FOR SENIORS AND PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

Shower, commode, and tub slider systems that fit a lifetime.
Buying a shower / commode chair or tub-slider system represents a substantial investment. Deciding
which product best meets the user’s needs is a decision to be made with careful consideration: Is it
durable? Made from the non-corrosive materials? Portable? Stable? How soon will it need to be
replaced? And when a child is involved, what to do when the child grows out of it—does this mean
buying a complete new chair?
The answer to that last question is now a resounding “No,” with the introduction of Nuprodx’ Pediatric
“Grow” system. This innovative feature utilizes our unique modular design and construction to deliver
shower / commode chairs and tub / slider systems that can “grow” with a child. All that is required is a
minor adjustment or two, and to change the backrest and seat cushion. And because all Nuprodx shower
/ commode chairs and tub / slider systems are built from only non-corrosive materials, like aircraft grade
aluminum, stainless steel, brass, and Delrin plastics, you can rest assured that your investment is a
sound one, because with only minor updates for sizing, they can last a lifetime.
®
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MULTICHAIR 3000 Pediatric

MULTICHAIR 3000Tilt Pediatric

MULTICHAIR 4000Tilt Pediatric

MULTICHAIR 6000Tilt Pediatric Tub / Slider System

Modular Design Means Near Limitless Adjustability

Nuprodx is all about innovation—innovation that allows our shower / commode chairs and tub / slider
systems to be adapted to just about any adult living situation. Now, this includes children and teens.
With our exclusive modular base system, you can buy any Nuprodx chair—stationary, rolling, or tub /
slider system, for a young child, and easily adapt it to fit perfectly as they grow larger. And because not
everyone grows at the same rate, we designed in fine adjustability for seat width, depth and backrest
width and depth. But even better--and totally unique, with minor adjustments and / or updates to the
seat cushion and backrest, you can enlarge the chair only where needed as the user grows, saving
literally thousands of dollars as compared to buying a whole new system. Here’s how it works:
Pediatric 1

Pediatric 2

Adult

The chair comes with the seatback
in the forward-most position,
narrowing the backrest and moving
the user forward on the seat
cushion, with a correspondinglysized commode opening.

For mid-sized seating, the seat
post moves to the center hole, and
the headrest plate and backrest
bracket are relocated. If needed, a
wider backrest and larger seat
cushion are available.

Updating to the Adult configuration
is as simple as replacing the seat
cushion, backrest, backrest brackets and seat-posts, at a cost that is
a fraction of replacing the complete
seating system.

MULTICHAIR 4000Tilt
Pediatric 1– Right Side

MULTICHAIR 4000Tilt
Pediatric 2 – Right Side

MULTICHAIR 4000Tilt
Right Side

MULTICHAIR 4000Tilt
Pediatric 1 – Front

MULTICHAIR 4000Tilt
Pediatric 2 – Front

MULTICHAIR 4000Tilt
Front
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Sizing Guide
Each MULTICHAIR is configured to properly fit the end user. Please refer to the chart below for sizing, and indicate
which letter configuration meets your needs when ordering. Sizes can later be adjusted within the three product categories: Pediatric 1, Pediatric 2, and Adult, by repositioning existing brackets. Our exclusive modular design allows
for a broad range of adjustability and near-perfect fitting.

Effective Seat Width: = Width between inside edges of arm rests
Effective Seat Depth: = Distance from base of backrest cushion to front edge of seat cushion

Options and Accessories
Nuprodx offers a full-range of accessories and
options for all shower / commode chairs and tub /
slider systems. See nuprodx.com for the full offering.

Commode Pan

Pan Lowering Brackets

Chest Belt

Waist Belt

Body Point® Chest Belt

Body Point® Lap Belt

Nuprodx Inc
4 Malone Lane, San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 472-1699, (415) 492-1396 fax, (855) 220-5171 toll free
Email: info@nuprodx.com
Copyright 2012 by Nuprodx, Inc. Prices and any or all specifications
subject to change without notice.

nuprodx.com
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